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Abstract— In this paper we introduce a new approach to
Virtual World-based Command and Control environments for
multi-domain operations. Our target scenario is a military
coalition operation in a common operation setting. All coalition
partners participate in a common virtual command and control
environment while different operational contexts take place
simultaneously, at different levels of information release.
Context-dependent information release is regulated through
policies that are seamlessly enforced by the command and control
framework without requiring the explicit participation (or
knowledge) of users. A prototype of the proposed capability was
implemented and demonstrated as an extension to OpenSim. In
this paper, we describe our approach, some details of our
prototype implementation, and our preliminary capability
demonstrations.
Index Terms—virtual worlds, command and control, crossdomain information exchange, policy-based information release.

I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we propose a new approach for missioncritical Command and Control (C2) environments combining
the benefits of a collaborative Virtual World based Command
and Control with an integrated policy-based capability for
cross-domain information exchange. Unlike traditional virtual
world experiences, which attempt to present a unified and
consistent view of the virtual world to participants, our
approach deliberately presents different information (and
therefore, experiences) to users, while immersing all users in
the same basic virtual reality.
The underlying premise is that in a virtual world it is
possible to leverage approaches that are untenable in a “real”
environment, and thereby ignore restrictions that are common
in real space. For example, in our virtual C2 environment,
avatars may be synthetic or human (but are hard to
differentiate), and may observe radically different projections
of the world based upon cross-domain information sharing
restrictions. Thus, information hiding and policy enforcement
occurs seamlessly, without presenting disjointed behaviors
where participants are made aware that they are being shown
only part of the available data.
We posit that such transparency helps build team cohesion
and increases overall effectiveness. The importance of this
problem is underscored by the complexity and low tolerance
of failures, which are characteristic signatures of missioncritical operational environments. Examples include
traditional military and battlefield management, contemporary
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command and control operations of critical infrastructures,
life-critical systems, mission management, tactical information
systems management, and network operations centers.
In our vision, the controlled system, including its functional
components (e.g. advanced data gathering, processing and
analysis), monitoring, and defense mechanisms, is managed
by an agent-based C2 that operates collaboratively with
humans. By embedding a policy-based framework for
information exchange in the system, we allow humans (as well
as software agents) to collaborate in a shared (virtual)
environment while enforcing any constraints for information
release, data shaping or policy obligations. In the remainder of
this paper, we describe a first prototype of such a system that
has been designed, implemented and tested to illustrate the
proposed VC2 concept in a coalition operations setting.
II. RELATED WORK ON VIRTUAL WORLD C2
As defined in [1], Virtual worlds present “a synchronous,
persistent network of people, represented as avatars, facilitated
by networked computers”. While frequently used for games
and entertainment as well as numerous commercial
applications, it is only recently that virtual worlds started to be
considered for mission critical [2][3] and military command
and control applications [11].
VW C2 applications have emerged primarily from the use
of Virtual World environments to training and “human in the
loop” simulations [4][5][8][9], and have been proposed, tested
and evaluated in previous research efforts [6][7].
Commercial implementations such as the OLIVE system
(the On-Line Interactive Virtual Environment) [10] have been
proposed for applications including virtual situation rooms and
emergency operations.
In [12], the author introduces some findings on the use of
virtual world-based operation centers that also include benefits
such as expertise service support, incremental apprenticeship
and others. Other research efforts have focused specifically on
military command and control operations [13], and have
demonstrated the applicability of the concept in practical
settings. However, in virtually all related work the focus has
been on the user interaction and the collaboration aspects of
virtual environments.
In this effort we focus on the problem of context-dependent
cross-domain information exchange – a key enabling
capability, in our view, for any practical deployment of
collaborative,
mission
critical
virtual
operational
environments.
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III. A NEW CONCEPT FOR VIRTUAL WORLDS
An effective Command and Control capability requires an
operational environment that enables and facilitates
collaboration, while simultaneously ensuring that information
release policies are enforced at all times. There are multiple
challenges associated with these tasks, and more often than
not, proposed solutions tend to favor one aspect of the
problem in lieu of others. In this paper we introduce NextVC2,
a new approach to Virtual World-based C2 for multi-domain
coalition operations. Our target domain is broad, and includes
both military and civilian operations, encompassing contexts
that span critical infrastructure protection to disaster relief and
battlefield operations.
The main idea in NextVC2 is to provide a different
experience to users sharing a common operational
environment. Different experiences and perspectives are
regulated by the operational context and the information being
shared. In NextVC2, we achieved this goal by augmenting
conventional VW C2 environments with capabilities that can
seamlessly monitor, filter, and shape information being shared
by avatars at runtime. The goal is to leverage the capabilities
provided by the VW environments to create a customized
perspective (or view) of a common and shared reality, using
powerful features that are generally not possible or available
in real-world collaborations.
In most cases, the selective access to sensitive resources or
information in collaborative operational settings is defined by
well crafted policies and regulatory constraints, but it is often
up to humans in the environment to enforce such constraints
during ad hoc meetings and discussions, which is difficult or
sometimes impractical in time critical settings. The general

approach for information protection is to create a physical
environment where information can be shared, tightly
constraining access to such environments only to authorized
parties. This is what we enable today, for example by creating
different levels of compartmentalized secure facilities, or
secure operation environments for specific missions.
However, such approaches are often impractical for
environments
where
multiple
collaborations
must
simultaneously take place at different levels of security over
different topics and resources. Furthermore, in mission-critical
environments, constraints, regulations and priorities tend to
change, which requires real-time updates on information
release and access control policies that must be enforced.
While most shared operational environments attempt to
provide a common operating picture to all participants, our
approach will argue for the opposite. We propose that a
differential operating image of the world in a common
operational environment will provide a more effective
collaboration by enabling users to simultaneously operate over
different levels of security at the same time, in the same
environment. This is, however, a capability that is technically
impossible in real operational settings, but possible and
practical in virtual operational environments, as proposed in
NextVC2.
To motivate and describe the proposed approach we will
introduce an operational environment that illustrates a military
coalition operation setting under different contexts and
situations. The goal of the proposed scenario is to illustrate not
only the interaction between parties, but most importantly the
changes in policy requirements and information release
constraints, which should be seamlessly detected and handled
by the proposed framework.

Figure 1. Illustrative Coalition Operations Scenario showing different Operational Phases and Information Release Policies
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IV. ILLUSTRATION SCENARIO
Our proposed scenario is illustrated in Figure 1 as a
sequence of events describing the evolution of a fictitious
mission. Each of the events illustrated in the figure were
created to demonstrate different policy contexts and
operational requirements.
The scenario takes place at the McKenna Mobile
Operational Urban Training (MOUT) site at Ft. Benning (tile
1). A coalition team composed of Countries A and B, is
notified that a friendly plane was shot down by enemy fire
(tile 2). The source of the attack is traced back to the city
represented as the MOUT site (center bottom), and the
coalition immediately assembles a joint cordon-search
operation to isolate and take down the enemy position in the
city (tile 3). This operation is required to allow for the safe
deployment of rescue teams to the plane wreckage, and starts
taking place immediately.
Up to this point, both partners in the coalition have access
to all the information available in the scenario. Everything
including the position of the plane, estimated location of the
threat, and details of the cordon and search operation are
visible to both partners. However, the plane that was brought
down is operated by Country A and, unknown to Country B, it
happens to have highly classified material/equipment on
board, which must be recovered immediately.
In order to recover the classified material from the downed
plane, A decides to engage a Special Operations Force (SOF)
team (tile 4). The existence or position of the SOF team shown
in tile 4 is unknown to members of coalition partner B. Only
members of A are aware of this parallel mission. While the
joint cordon-search operation is taking place over the enemy
position in the city, the SOF moves towards its mission to
recover the classified material.
In tile 5, the SOF successfully reaches the plane and
recovers the classified material, however, as it moves out of
the area, it locates an enemy artillery position that was
unknown to both partners up to this point. At this point, the
existence and the position of the enemy artillery become
visible to coalition partner A, as it was information derived
from the SOF team. The operational setting changes again
when the enemy artillery opens fire against the coalition
partner troops participating in the urban operations (tile 6). At
this point, the overall context of the mission changes and new
requirements for information release come into place. A
immediately releases the position of the enemy artillery, which
also re quires exposing the location of the SOF. The SOF is
then able to call and direct the targeting for air support (slide
7). With enemy positions eliminated, a coalition air support
for rescuing the downed plane can be dispatched (tiles 8 and
9).
The goal of the illustrative scenario was to create a
continuous story that drives different operational conditions,
requiring different levels of information release. In most
common settings, separate operational environments (or
physical command and control centers) would normally be
created to handle the different levels of classification and
information.’

Country A’s operation center, for example, would have
access to all the SOF information, which would not be
available at Country B’s operation center. Information that is
relevant to both partners, such as the urban operations taking
place in parallel should be available to both operation centers.
One of the main challenges in this approach is that parts of
the mission are shared amongst the entire coalition and parts
are not. Furthermore, the boundary changes as a function of
time, as the situation evolves and new events take place. By
completely separating the Command and Control of coalition
partners, information release can be better controlled and
enforced, at the cost of collaboration. In shared environments,
coalition partners can directly interact with one another, share
information and discuss alternative courses of action,
however, the selective protection of information becomes
more challenging.
We propose that a Virtual World-based command and
control may provide the technological basis to enable both
capabilities. It may provide the virtual presence for a truly
collaborative environment where members of both Countries
may interact with one another, while at the same time ensuring
that only the information that is relevant and authorized to
specific partners is shared across the individuals on each team.
Conceptually, the proposed approach would be equivalent
of coalition partners operating on a shared command and
control center, but only seeing on shared screens the
information that they are allowed to see at any given context
or situation. Furthermore, while sharing the same
environment, any comments or discussions involving events
or objects related to the classified settings would only be
visible to those with the proposer access to the information.
One can imagine a conceptual C2 where if the SOF (in the
proposed scenario) is referred to by any member of A, only
partners from Country A would “see” and hear the reference,
while partners of Country B, still working on the shared
environment, would not have access to the information, until a
underlying change in context or policies takes place.
V. THE NEXTVC2 APPROACH
The implementation of NextVC2 requires the integration of
the coordination and enforcement mechanisms of a policybased framework for information sharing. While the specific
policy engine is not necessarily important for our design, we
have based the interface components of NextVC2 on the
elements identified in XACML (eXtensible Access Control
Markup Language) data flow diagram (Figure 2).
As specified in [14] and illustrated in Figure 2, the main
components of the XACML data flow include the PEP, which
is the policy enforcement point, the PDP, which is the policy
decision point, the PAP, which is the policy administration
point and the PIP, or the policy information point.
Two of these components, the PIP and PEP directly
interface with the controlled system (i.e. the command and
control environment). The PIP gathers information about the
environment and resources, including the personnel in the
room, the external objects and the overall context (such as
friendly forces under fire). The PEP component provides the
framework with access to policy decisions based on the
obligations associated with changes in context, requests
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relayed from users of the system, or requests from the subcomponents of the command and control framework.

Figure 2. XACML Actors and Data Flow - highlighting the
NextVC2 integration components

By design, NextVC2 is policy-engine independent, using a
proxy interface that checks both authorization and obligation
constraints for different objects under different operational
conditions. Changes in context (which in turn could lead to
changes in policies) are created as events, which are also
provided to the policy service. For example, when the enemy
artillery (tile 6, on Figure 1) starts firing against friendly
forces, that information is provided as a change in state
involving the specific entity, which in turns changes the
information release policies associated with it.
In this work we will not discuss the specific XACML
specification of policies, but will rather focus on the
architectural, communication and coordination requirements
necessary to enable the integration of the policy services with
the virtual command and control framework.
VI. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Designing a system that deliberately shows different (and
incongruent) views of the virtual world to different users is
somewhat problematic, as much of the VW work has focused
on making sure that different users are actually present in the
“same” virtual space, even if they view it from different
viewpoints.
Fortunately, for a proof of concept, it was possible to
modify the OpenSim platform [15] to suit our purposes.
OpenSim was chosen because it is well structured, supports
the most common SecondLife clients, and is available in
source code form.
In order to support our policy enforcement and different
views of the world, we chose to make all modifications on the
server side, rather than carry out any enforcement on the
client. Even though our system is a proof of concept, and
contains several weaknesses (discussed below), we wanted to
demonstrate that policy decisions could be made and enforced
on the server.
The way OpenSim works is straightforward. A set of
objects, made up of vertices, surfaces, and textures resides on
a server. Clients make requests of the server for these in-world

assets, based on avatar and camera location. When objects are
added or first come into view, details of these objects are
pushed to those clients within range. Similarly, when an object
moves, details of this movement are sent to the client, where a
viewer (in our case, Singularity) renders the object on the
screen. The challenge was to take this design and overlay the
ability to show different objects and textures to different users
in the same scene, based upon policy.
Instead of holding multiple “realities” on the main server,
we chose instead to allow the “ground truth” (i.e. the location
of all units, etc.) to reside on the server, and control what
details were pushed out to each client. The advantage of this
approach is that it is relatively easy to do; minimal changes to
the server are required. Furthermore, we are therefore not
relying on client behavior to enforce security. The downside
of this approach is that there are some server side attacks that
could reveal the presence of a masked object. For example, a
user may not be able to “see” an object on the server, but
could potentially collide with the object while walking. Such
limitations are not, however, inherent with the approach – only
with this particular proof of concept implementation of it.
Due to the structure of OpenSim, it is easy to control access
to objects at the time they are queued to be communicated to
the client. At this point, the system is aware of who is logged
in on a particular connection, and whether they have access to
the object which is getting updated. If they do, the details are
passed on to the network layer, and the client is updated. If
they do not, however, the update is silently dropped. In our
testing, this approach is both efficient and effective.
From a performance perspective, our approach of checking
access only on update is helpful, but insufficient. For example,
when the underlying policy is changed, all objects impacted
by this policy change need to be reexamined to make sure the
new policy is reflected in the client’s view. For example, if
user A can now see an object and user B cannot, the object
must be deleted from B’s client and added to A’s. This is easy
to accomplish, but produced some performance problems due
to the system’s polling of the XACML policy engine. Thus,
we have implemented a cache system where access decisions
are cached and only revisited if the cache is marked as dirty
(that is, when the policy engine informs OpenSim that there
has been a change in policy). This change dramatically
improved overall performance of the NextVC2 engine.
In addition to these features, we implemented a simple
mechanism to combine object information with policy. This
integration allows for rapid construction of scenario by simply
modifying a text file, which includes policy information and
associated triggers. While our approach is not general purpose
(in that it is tailored toward the type of scenario shown in
Section VII), it provides a rapid method of prototyping, and
illustrates the flexibility of the overall approach.
Finally, there were several issues related to avatar
movement that required management. For example, when an
object is selected, the avatar “points” to the selected object. If
the object is not visible to some members of the coalition, it is
important that the gesturing avatar does not point to empty
space. This was addressed by determining the access rights to
the object being pointed to. We noted some discrepancies with
respect to different clients in this area (different views behave
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differently) but using the Singularity viewer, the results were
excellent.
Overall, the addition of this functionality to OpenSim was
relatively straightforward. However, there are a number of
limitations to our approach. Pragmatically, the largest
drawback is that a server trusted by all participants is required.
That is, examining the server would contain all the coalition
data associated with it. Thus, the server operator is privy to
details of the entire operation – something which is likely to
be impractical in a coalition environment. Addressing this is
possible architecturally, but our focus for development was to
prove that it was possible mandate security policies within the
virtual world, and that doing so was beneficial. Further work
is required, however, to create an architecture that removes the
need for a single trusted party from the system.

The specific context is shown in tile 6 of Figure 1, where
the SOF has located an enemy artillery position. This
information is only visible to partner A (upper right corner of
left-side image), even though both partners are observing the
same virtual map illustrated in the figure.
Any references or comments made by partner A about those
objects will not be visible to coalition partner B, however a
change in the operational context (for example, due to fire
against a friendly position) will make the information
releasable and immediately available to both partners.

VII. DEMONSTRATION RESULTS AND INITIAL TESTS
The demonstration scenario of the NextVC2 was introduced
in section IV. Our prototype implementation allows for the
execution of this scenario with different coalition partners.
Each partner, in our demonstration joins the Virtual World C2
from a separate client, and jointly collaborates on the
execution of the mission.
The events that are external to the avatar’s control (such as
the enemy actions) are simulated by a scenario engine running
as another client. All participating avatars are free to discuss
their response plans and address any objects they see during
the demonstration. In the example shown in Figure 3, the
image on the left shows the perspective of coalition partner A,
while the image on the right shows the same situation from the
perspective of coalition partner B.

Figure 3. Demonstration Scenario showing the simultaneous
environment from the perspective of each coalition member. Note
the artillery and SOF units visible on the left panel but not on the
right.

Objects and events restricted by policies are not only
automatically hidden from unauthorized users, but any
reference or discussions about those objects are also
seamlessly constrained on to authorized parties.

Figure 4. When an object is selected, a custom chat group is identified based on policy. This chat is available to all users who have
access to the selected object.
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As illustrated Figure 4, when referring to a restricted object
or event, a private heads up display (HUD) is created and
connected only to the authorized parties. Other avatars will not
have access to the conversation and will not see any gesture or
indication from any other avatar referring to restricted objects.
The selective release of information is contextual, and may
change if the operational environment changes to a new set of
policy constraints – as illustrated in our scenario.
Conceptually the proposed approach changes the way in
which information is shared between teams. Rather than
isolating authorized users in a secure facility and making the
information public at that facility, the proposed approach
maintains all users (authorized or not) in the same “virtual”
space, while modifying the perception and reality of individual
participants according to the specific information being
discussed. In our model, even in a shared environment,
information is selectively released only to the groups engaged
and authorized to have access.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we have introduce a new approach for Virtual
World Command and Control environments. The key insight
and contribution of this work is to provide each individual or
groups of individuals in a shared collaborative environment
with a different view of the world objects and events. That
capability allows for the control of information sharing at the
infrastructural level seamless to users in the environment.
The NextVC2 allows for users to directly collaborate in a
shared environment while enforcing the selective release of
information across individuals based on policy constraints and
operational settings. It is expected that this capability will
enable a more effective and agile collaboration between
users/avatars in mission critical operation.
One of the important aspects to enable collaboration in this
kind of environment is to provide some kind of feedback on
what kind of information is available to other partners. This is
because we need to bridge the mental model the user has from
the situation he is observing with the mental model of others
partners. A possible solution for this problem is to use visual
cues to indicate the access to information. For example, when
an avatar address an object or event that is restricted to a subgroup, all other partners who are not allowed to see the object
are grayed out while the object is selected. The gray-out does
not affect any functionality or interaction between avatars; it is
just a visual feedback to the person talking about the object
that indicates those players that are not seeing those
references.
Another important aspect that we have considered in this
work is the combinatorial complexity of the different
operational conditions and information access policies. In
allowing operations to co-exist in a common environment with
the selective release of information to individuals, we run the
risk of greatly increasing the complexity of the collaborative
setting. While still a topic of research, our preliminary analysis
seems to indicate that operational settings can be constrained
in the same (or similar) way in which they are constrained
today through the selective information release between
command and control settings. Not all events and objects in

the theater need to be part of the shared environment – only
those directly associated with the joint mission. Avatars can
still join and leave operational environments as needed,
moving between different missions, and possibly interacting
with different partners on each of those settings.
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